
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
IMPORTANT: Prior to installation you must assemble 

the backsplash on a tabletop or large flat surface. 

RANGES
Tools: Spray Bottle|Measuring Tape|Pencil|Silicone

STEP 1 
Pull the range completely out of the way  

and thoroughly wash the surface of the wall space  
below the range hood and allow to dry.

STEP 2
Fill the spray bottle to 3/4 full with warm water 

& add 2 teaspoons (5-10ml) of dishwashing soap.

STEP 3
Measure the width of your range hood and mark a  

vertical line at the center point on the wall with a pencil

STEP 4
Select the backsplash strip labeled TOP and mark  

a vertical line at the center point on the face of the strip  
with the pencil. Turn the strip over and completely  

peel off the backing paper. Spray the adhesive surface  
with the prepared soap & water solution.  

Make sure the entire surface is moist.

STEP 5
Align the center mark on the TOP strip with the center  

mark on the wall with the interlocking edge pointed down. 
Once aligned adjust the strip to ensure that the top  

is flush with the bottom edge of the vent hood. 
Push the strip flat and firmly wipe dry with a clean cloth.

STEP 6
Select a strip and test the fit against the installed TOP strip. 

To install completely peel off the backing. Spray the adhesive  
surface with the prepared soap & water solution. Make sure  
the entire surface is moist. Align the strip, push the strip flat,  

hold it for a couple of seconds and wipe dry with a clean cloth.

STEP 7 
Repeat the previous steps until all the strips have been  
installed and finish using the strip marked BOTTOM. 
NB: When installing LINOX strips be sure each one 

is pointing up as indicated on the triangles. 

STEP 8 
Wait 2-3 hours to allow the water to evaporate. Remove  
the protective film from the face of all the installed strips

STEP 9
Select one piece of finishing trim and dry test the fit  
(with the wide edge facing out) along the left side  

of the installed strips. To install remove the backing tape  
and press the trim firmly into position. Repeat the process  
on the right side. To finish, apply a bead of silicone along  
the edge where the backsplash meets the countertop. 

To ensure maximum durability apply a thin bead of 
silicone where the edge of the trim meets the wall.

COOKTOP
Tools Needed: Spray Bottle|Measuring Tape|Pencil 

Ruler|Utility Knife|Hacksaw|Caulking Gun & Caulking
Always wear eye protection when cutting SpeedTiles® products 

STEPS 1 - 6
Follow Steps 1 through 6 as indicated above in the  
instructions for installing a backsplash for RANGES.

STEP 7 
Repeat the previous steps until only 2 strips remain, 

including the strip marked BOTTOM.

STEP 8
Measure the space remaining between the last strip installed  
and the countertop to determine if there is enough space  
for both remaining strips. If there is not enough space, cut  
the unmarked strip to size.Test the fit of the cut strip prior  

to removing the backing. When the fit is correct install  
the strip. Follow STEP 9 when there is space for both strips.

STEP 9
Select the strip marked BOTTOM. Measuring from the  
interlocking edge make a mark on the face of the strip  
on both the left and right sides. Draw a straight line to  

join the marks across the face of the strip with the ruler.  
Use the ruler as a straight edge and with a utility knife  

cut the strip. Test the fit of the cut strip prior to removing  
the backing. When the fit is correct install the strip.

STEP 10
Wait 2-3 hours to allow the water to evaporate. Remove  
the protective film from the face of all the installed strips.

STEP 11
Select the 2 pieces of finishing trim and cut both to the  
desired length using the hacksaw. Test the fit (with the  

wide edge facing out) along the left side of the installed  
strips. To install remove the backing tape and press the 

trim firmly into position. Repeat the process on the right  
side to complete the installation.

STEP 12
To finish, apply a bead of caulking along the edge  

where the backsplash meets the countertop. To ensure 
maximum durability apply a thin bead of silicon 

where the edge of the trim meets the wall.

Visit speedtiles.com to watch the installation video
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